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Buddhist Impact on Chinese Language 
Guang Xing 
Abstract 
The Buddhist impact on Chinese language is enormous. This is mainly due to the 
translation and introduction of Buddhist scriptures from Sanskrit and other Indic 
languages. The translation of Buddhist scriptures lasted for more than a thousand years 
in China and there are about 173 known translators who had translated 1700 more 
scriptures in about 6000 more Chinese scrolls. As the Indian ways of thinking are 
different from Chinese, so their ways of expression are also different from Chinese. 
Therefore, the translators of Buddhist scriptures had to invent and introduce many new 
words in order to express the highly abstract ideas and concepts in Buddhism apart from 
finding similar words and concepts in Chinese language. Thus these new words and 
concepts gradually have been integrated into Chinese language and some of them even 
become part of their daily conversation. The translation of Buddhist scriptures in 
Sanskrit and other Indic languages greatly influenced the semantic and syntax of 
mediaeval Chinese as well as enriched the literary genres and rhetoric techniques. The 
Sanskrit phonetics brought alone with Buddhist translation raised the awareness of 
Chinese people about phonetics in their own language. This triggered an unprecedented 
interest in linguistic studies, in particular the description and analysis of the phonetic 
values of Chinese characters. The result is the compilation of numerous rhyme 
dictionaries which are of great value for the reconstructions of the different stages of the 
phonetic systems of Middle Chinese.  
1. Introduction 
The Buddhist impact on Chinese language is enormous. This is mainly due to the 
translation and introduction of Buddhist scriptures from Sanskrit and other Indic 
languages. The translation of Buddhist scriptures lasted for more than a 
thousand years in China as it started in the second century CE and ended up by 
the end of Song dynasty in twelfth century. There are about 173 known 
translators who had translated 1700 more scriptures in about 6000 more Chinese
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scrolls.1 As the Indian ways of thinking are different from Chinese, so their ways 
of expression are also different from that of Chinese. Therefore, the translators of 
Buddhist scriptures had to invent and introduce many new words in order to 
express the highly abstract ideas and concepts in Buddhism apart from finding 
similar words and concepts in Chinese language. Thus these new words and 
concepts gradually have been integrated into Chinese language and some of 
them even become part of our daily conversation. The translation of Buddhist 
scriptures in Sanskrit and other Indic languages greatly influenced the semantic 
and syntax of mediaeval Chinese as well as enriched the literary genres and 
rhetoric techniques. The Sanskrit phonetics brought along with Buddhist 
translation raised the awareness of Chinese people about phonetics in their own 
language. This triggered an unprecedented interest in linguistic studies, in 
particular the description and analysis of the phonetic values of Chinese 
characters. The result is the compilation of numerous rhyme dictionaries which 
are of great value for the reconstructions of the different stages of the phonetic 
systems of Middle Chinese. 
The distinguished Chinese linguist Wang Li ₺ജ said that the Buddhist 
terminology contributed to Chinese vocabulary tremendously and some of these 
terms have already embodied in the blood of Chinese language so much so that 
people do not even know that they are originally from Buddhist literature.2 For 
instance, shi-jie ਎⇇ means the world, but ancient Chinese people used tian-xia 
ᄤਅ to mean the world. The Sanskrit word for shi-jie is loka which means a land 
or a state of existence.  
The American scholar Victor Mair has summarized the Buddhist impact on 
Chinese language and literature into eight aspects and three are related to 
language.3 They are 1. enlargement of the lexicon by at least thirty-five thousand 
words, including many that are still in common use (e.g., fang-bian ᣇଢ 
[convenient; from Sanskrit, upāya, skill-in-means] and cha-na ೜㇊ [instant; from 
Sanskrit, k a a, instant]); 2. advancement of phonology as a type of linguistic 
                                                 
1 The number of translators is given in Nanjio (1989): Appendix II. According to Taisho Edition of 
Tripitaka, there are a total number of 1692 Chinese translations of Indian texts. But there are some 
more Chinese translations of Buddhist texts found in Dunhuang and other places.  
2 Wang Li (1990: 678-686). 
3 Mair (2001: 56-57). 
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science; 3. partial legitimization of the vernacular. Victor Mair even tries to 
analyze the causes of Buddhist impact on Chinese language as he says,  
The question of exactly how a foreign religion like Buddhism could have 
had such an enormous impact on linguistic usage in China is extraordinarily 
complex. Some of the factors involved are: (1) a conscious desire on the part 
of Buddhist teachers and missionaries (starting with the Buddha himself) to 
speak directly to the common people in their own language; (2) the 
maintenance of relatively egalitarian social values among Buddhists in 
contrast to a strongly hierarchical Confucian order; (3) an emphasis on 
hymnody, storytelling, drama, lecture, and other types of oral presentation; 
and (4) the perpetuation of sophisticated Indian scholarship on linguistics, 
which highlighted the importance of grammar and phonology as reflected 
in actual speech, in contrast to Chinese language studies, which focused 
almost exclusively on the characters as the perfect vehicle for the essentially 
mute book language.4  
2. Enlargement of Chinese Lexicon 
According to modern scholars’ studies, it is estimated that approximately thirty-
five thousand new words entered Chinese language through the agency of 
Buddhism.5 The Buddhist influence on and contribution to Chinese lexicon can 
be summarized, according to Sun Changwu’s ⷺ㢛㷵 study into the following 
aspects. 
First, many existing Chinese words are used in the Buddhist translation of 
scriptures, but their connotations are new. Such as the words used to express 
doctrinal teachings: kong 䴉 (śunya, empty) is used as empty of self nature, but in 
Chinese it can mean nothing similar to wu ή which means nothingness; you 㦘 
(asti, existence) is the opposite of kong 䴉 and it means existence in Buddhist 
sense, but in ancient Chinese philosophy, it means being. In fact, you   which 
means being and wu ή which means non-being are important philosophical 
terms in ancient Chinese philosophy. Fa ᴺ (dharma) is used to denote the 
                                                 
4 Mair (2001: 154).  
5 Mair (2004: 154). This is based on the Buddhist Dictionaryޝ૝ᢎᄢㄓౖޞcompiled by Mochizuki 
Shinkō ᦸ᦬ା੧ (1869-1948). 
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Buddhist teaching in general, specific thing in particular, but it can mean 
regulation, law etc. in Chinese; xing ᕈ (svabhāva, nature) is used for the nature of 
things, but in Chinese it can mean character, gender, sex etc. Yin ࿃ (hetu, cause) 
means direct cause, yuan   (pratyaya, condition) means indirect cause. 
Yin ࿃ hetu is like a seed, yuan   pratyaya the soil, rain, sunshine. Zhiran ⥄ὼ 
(self-existing) and wuwei ή῰ (asa sk ta, uncompounded) are two words 
borrowed from Chinese philosophy to express Buddhist meanings as they are 
similar to Buddhist usage.  
Again, for instance, the twelve phrases used in the Dependent Origination 
චੑ࿃  to explain the Buddhist idea of the rise of human suffering are also 
taken from the existing words in Chinese language: wuming ή᣿ (avidyā, 
ignorance), xing ⴕ (sa skāra, action-intentions), shi ⼂ (vijñāna, consciousness), 
mingse ฬ⦡ (nāmarūpa, name and form), liuru ౐౉ (sa āyatana, the six-fold 
sphere of sense contact), chu ⸎ (sparśa, contact), shou ฃ (vedanā, sensation, 
feeling), ai ᗲ (t   ā, thirst, desire, craving), qu ข (upādāna, grasping, 
appropriation), you ᦭ (bhava, becoming), sheng ↢ (jāti, birth), laosi ⠧ᱫ 
(jarāmara a, old age and death), etc. All these words are found in the classical 
Chinese, but they are given new meanings to denote a Buddhist meaning in the 
translations. 
Second is the creation of new words by transliteration. There are a large amount 
of such words introduced into Chinese language with the Buddhist translations. 
It can be broadly classified into the following two categories, and the first and the 
largest category is proper name such as fo ૝ (Buddha, full transliteration is 
૝㒚), pusa ⪄⮋ (bodhisattva, ⪄ឭ⮋ၩ), luohan ⟜ṽ (arhat, 㒙⟜ṽ worthy one), 
biqiu Ყਐ (bhik u, monk), biqiuni Ყਐዦ (bhik uni, nun), sheng ௯ (sangha, 
community of monks, ௯ૄ), shijiamoni ㉾ㄸ—ዦ (Śakyāmuni), ta Ⴁ (stūpa, Ⴁᇎ), 
jiasha ⴻⵯ (ka āya, robe), qianlan ૄ⮣ (ārāma, a Buddhist building).  
The second category of transliteration is more complex and Xuanzang gave five 
reasons for this category (1) for reason of secrecy such as darani, (2) for reason of 
numerous meanings such as bóqiéfàn ⭯ૄ᫂ (bhagavat, meaning the blessed one or 
world-honoured one), (3) for reason of no such terms in Chinese such as chan ④ 
(dhyāna, meditation ④㇊), ye ᬺ (karma, action), jie ┺ (kalpa), niepan ᶔ᭯ 
(nirvā a), sheli    (śarīra, relics), yánfútí 㑠ᶋឭ (Jambudvīpa, the great continent 
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south of Mt. Sumeru) etc., (4) for complying with tradition such as ānòuduōluó 
sānmiǎo sānpútí 㒙⡆ᄙ⟜ਃ⮦ਃ⪄ឭ (Anuttarā-samyak-sa bodhi, highest supreme 
enlightenment), boluomi 㽱刔妫 (pāramitā, perfection), and (5) for the rising of 
goodness such as bōrě 咻啴 (prajñā, wisdom).  
The largest category is the third, new terms and concepts which are not found in 
Chinese. The third is the creation of new words by translating its meaning to 
express the newly introduced Buddhist concepts. Such words are as rulai Ⱁ∕ 
(Tathāgata, thus come one), guiyi 䤗∬ (śara a, to take refuge in), jingtu 䁷⦮ 
(Sukhāvatī, Pure Land), jietuo 屲厺 (mok a, liberation), lunhui 憹⥭ (sa sāra, round 
of birth and death), shiji ⹵椪 (bhūtako i, apex of reality), zhenshi 䦮⹵ (bhūta or 
yathābhūtam, true form of something), youqing 㦘㍔ (sattva, sentient being), xindi 
㉒⦿ (mano-bhūmika, mind ground), gongde ┮㉆ (puññā, merit), fangbian 㡈≎ 
(upāya, skilful means), wuchang 䎰デ (anitya, impermanence), wuwo 䎰㒠 (anātma, 
non-soul), bukeshiyi ₜ♾㊬巿 (acintya, unthinkable), etc. 
The best example of this category is the Sanskrit word tathatā which means 
suchness, or the true nature of phenomena. There is no such a concept in Chinese 
philosophy and the translators faced huge troubles in finding a suitable word to 
express the Indian concept. At first Lokak ema used benwu ᧄή to translate it, 
but it was misleading as benwu means that originally there is nothing in Daoist 
philosophy. It was Kumarajiva who created the new word zhenru  ᅤ to translate 
this highly philosophical concept.  
The fourth is the creation of new words by a combination of transliteration and 
translation of its meaning or a combination of transliteration of a Sanskrit word 
and a Chinese word, such as foqu ૝ᦛ (Buddhist song, fo ૝ is a transliteration 
while qu ᦛ is Chinese word), foxiang ૝௝ (Buddha image) is same; chanshi ④Ꮷ 
(meditation master, chan ④ is a transliteration and shi Ꮷ is a Chinese word), 
chanfang ④ᚱ (meditation hall) is same; niepanzhong ᶔ᭯ቬ (Nirvā a School, 
niepan ᶔ᭯ is a transliteration and zhong ቬ is a Chinese word). 
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Fanbai ᫂ເ (Buddhist Music) is a good example for the combination of 
transliteration and translation of meaning. Here fan ᫂ is a translation denoting 
India and bai ➓ is a transliteration from baini ➓◎ (bhā aka) means chanting 
song. Another is wanzi ⪦ሼ (Svastika), a symbol, wan ⪦ is a transliteration and zi 
ሼ is a Chinese word. 
All these words denote things and concepts, and are not found in Chinese so the 
translators had to create new words to express them, but the meanings of some 
Chinese characters were retained while others were changed completely. 
However there is a close relationship between the meanings of newly created 
words and the original meaning of each Chinese character. This means that in 
translation of Buddhist scriptures, the original meanings of Chinese characters 
are borrowed to create new words usually by combination of two or more 
Chinese characters, but the meanings of the newly created words are completely 
different from the original meanings of the characters.  
The fifth is the new expressions added to the Chinese language through the 
influence of Buddhism but these are not direct translations from Sanskrit such as 
chūjiā ಴ኅ (parivraj) leaving the family to become a monk; chushi ⒉₥, to 
transcend the world; tidu ೠᐲ, ordained by shaving his or her head; huayuan 
ൻ  to beg for food or samething else; kuhai 啵䀆, a bitter sea, meaning life is 
dangerous as the rough sea; fangzhangᣇਂ, literally means one square zhang (3.3 
meters), but it designates abbot of a monastery.  
The sixth is the increase of Buddhist related idioms and phrases. As Buddhism 
was gradually accepted by Chinese people, Buddhist ideas, thought and concepts 
gradually got integrated into Chinese language and as a result, new idioms and 
phrases were formulated. 
For instance, (1) there are idioms from Buddhist stories such as tiān nǚ sàn huā 
ᄤᅚᢔ⧎ which means to make a mess of everything, tiān huā luàn zhuì ⮸啀ℑ⬫ 
means to speak things untenable, jiè huā xiàn fó ୫⧎₰૝ means literally to 
borrow flowers to offer to the Buddha, actually it means to get things from 
another person to entertain one’s own guest, shui zhong zhuo yue ᳓ਛᝒ᦬ or shuǐ 
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zhōng lāo yuè ᳓ਛ᠇᦬means literally to try to fish the moon out of water, but it 
obviously means to make futile efforts, etc.  
(2) There are idioms from Buddhist doctrinal teachings such as dà cí dà bēi 
ᄢᘏᄢᖤ which means great compassion and loving kindness, liù gēn qīng jìng 
౐ᩮᷡ᷋, means literally the purification of six sense organs, true meaning: free 
from human desires and passions; bù èr fǎ mén ਇੑᴺ㐷 means the only way, yī 
chén bù rǎn ৻Ⴒਇᨴ means immaculate, spotless, sì dà jiē kōng ྾ᄢ⊝ⓨ means 
literally all the four elements of solidity, fluidity, temperature and mobility are 
impermanent. According to Buddhist teaching the human physical body is made 
of the four great elements, so the human physical body is also empty of self 
nature and impermanent, just an instrument. 
(3) There are idioms from Buddhist similes such as mèng zhōng shuō mèng 
ᄞਛ ᄞ which means literally talking about dreams in a dream, actually 
meaning talking something nonsense; tán huā yī xiàn ᦅ⧎৻⃻ means to last for a 
very brief period of time just as the epiphyllum blooming at night, or short lived; 
zhēn fēng xiāng duì ㊎㌵⋧ወ means to oppose each other with equal harshness, to 
attack each other in equally sharp language, to match point by point; shuǐ yuè jìng 
huā ᳓᦬㏜⧎ means illusions like the moon in the water and flower in a mirror; 
xīn yuán yì mǎ ᔃ₎ᗧ㚍 originally means that the mind is like a monkey or a 
horse that is very difficult to bring under control, but always prone to outside 
attractions, and it means that the mind is unsettled and restless.  
The seventh is the Buddhist proverbs and Buddhist related common sayings. (a) 
jiù rén yī mìng, shèng zào qī jí fú tú ᢇੱ৻๮㧘ൎㅧ৾⚖ᶋዼ means that to save a 
person is better than building a seven storey stupa. It means that saving a life is 
better than other meritorious deeds. (b) fàng xià tú dāo᧨lì dì chéng fó 
᡼ਅዼಷ㧘┙࿾ᚑ૝, a butcher becomes a Buddha at once if he gives up his 
knife. It means that an evil person can become a good person if he realizes his 
bad deeds. (c) wú shì bù dēng sān bǎo diàn ή੐ਇ⊓ਃ኷ , one will not come to the 
shrine room without having to do something. It means that one will not come to 
you without a purpose. (d) lín shí bào fó jiǎo ⥃ᤨᛴ૝ , it means that one does a 
thing without preparation.  
3. Increase of Disyllabic and Polysyllabic Words 
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According to Chinese linguists, there were mostly monosyllabic words and each 
character is a word to express something in written Chinese in ancient China. But 
with the translation of Buddhist scriptures, there was an increase of many 
disyllabic and polysyllabic words which played an important role in the 
development of Chinese language and vocabulary from monosyllabic to 
polyphony. During the time of six dynasties from first century CE to the end of 
sixth century CE, a large number of disyllabic and polysyllabic words appeared 
and used and these words were mainly created by Buddhists.  
Liang Xiaohong 㬐㥘夈 who has made a study of the Buddhist vocabulary says 
that there was a huge increase of disyllabic words from Han dynasty to Southern 
and Northern dynasties and this was mainly brought by Buddhist translations. 
She gives the following as example: there are only 2300 disyllabic words amongst 
the 210,000 words of Wang Chong’s Lunhengޝ⺰ⴧޞwritten in Eastern Han 
dynasty (25-220). But there are 1541 disyllabic words amongst 61,000 words of 
Liu Yiqing’s ഏ⟵ᘮ (403-443) Shisui Xingyuޝ਎ ᣂ⺆ޞ(New Account of the 
Tale of the World) of Southern dynasty.6 She also gives the following example to 
show that there are more disyllabic words in Buddhist scriptures than in non-
Buddhist texts. 1500 disyllabic words are found in the chapter three “Simile and 
Parable” of Kumārajīva’s translation of the Lotus Sutraᇵ㽤噾倢•巻⡊❐ᇶ, which 
contains 7750 words. There are 250 more disyllabic words amongst 1400 more 
words of the chapter on “Maitreya’s Miracles” of the Bodhisattva Buddhānusm ti 
Samādhi Sūtra ᇵ噸堸㊄⇪ₘ㢶倢•㇛╡䯭抩❐ᇶ translated by Gunaśāra in 
Southern dynasty. However, there are only 60 more disyllabic words amongst 
also 1400 more words of chapter on Politics of Liu Yiqing’s Shisui 
Xingyuޝ਎ ᣂ⺆㧚᡽੐▻ޞ.  
Apart from these, Buddhist translators also introduced polysyllabic words such 
as pú ti xīn ⪄ឭᔃ the mind of enlightenment, gōng dé shuǐ ഞᓾ᳓ meritorious 
water, zheng si wei ᱜᕁ⛽ right thought, po luo mi duo ᵄ⟜Ᵽᄙ pāramitā means 
perfection, fēi xiǎng fēi fēi xiǎng 㕖ᗐ㕖㕖ᗐ neither thought nor non-thought.  
In ancient Chinese language, there were few polysyllabic words. So the 
introduction of polysyllabic words made a huge change in Chinese language. All 
                                                 
6 Liang Xiaohong (1994: 175). 
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these show that the Buddhist translators created not only variety of words for 
Chinese language but also the ways and methods to create new words by careful 
synthesis and analysis of the characteristics of Buddhist vocabulary. This makes 
Chinese language a powerful tool to express complex abstract ideas and 
thoughts, as well as the finest details of things.  
Thus, according to Kuiji 䵉⪉ (632-682), a Buddhist monk who lived in the 
seventh century, the Buddhist translators even introduced the Sanskrit way of 
explaining words called “liu li han shi” ⏼楱⚗摚 (sat-samāsāh) which means six 
ways of explaining a word through first explaining each word individually and 
then followed by explanation of the meaning when they are combined. Today 
these Buddhist created words are used in our daily life without their Buddhist 
traces.  
4. The Invention of Qieyun ⒖檊 and the Summary of the Four Tones ⥪匁 
Buddhist scriptures were translated from texts written either in Sanskrit or other 
Indic languages which are all phonogram languages. However the Chinese is not 
a phonogram but a logogram language ⽎ᒻᢥሼ. The phonogram refers to the 
written symbols which carry the phonetic information, whereas the logograms 
are those meaning-laden written symbols.  
Chinese Buddhist translators learnt and some even mastered these phonogram 
languages in order to help in translation. This in turn promoted the awareness 
and understanding of phonetic sounds in Chinese language which is an 
important step in the development of Chinese language. The Song scholar Zheng 
Jiao ㈕᮴ (1104-1162) said, “The Indians excel in sound so they acquire their 
knowledge mainly from hearing … while the Chinese excel in characters so they 
acquire their knowledge from seeing (reading).”7  
Some scholars are of the opinion that the creation of qieyun ⒖檊, a way to get the 
phonetic sound of a Chinese character, and the formation of the theory of the 
four tones ⥪匁 in Chinese language are closely related to or even directly 
                                                 
7 Zheng Jiao 352. 
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influenced by Buddhist translation of Sanskrit scripture. Others are of the 
opinion that Chinese people knew these before the introduction of Buddhism.  
Chen Yinke 㒸ኑᕳ (1890-1969) is the first Chinese scholar who said that the four 
tones in Chinese language were created after the Buddhist monks’ recitation of 
sutras.8 His arguments are as follows: 
(1) The Chinese four tones were created by imitating the three tones of Buddhist 
recitation of sūtras at the time, which were from the three tones of Vedas in 
ancient India. (2) The Chinese four tones were created in Yongming’s    era 
(489) because King Xiao Ziliang 埼⷟哾 (460-494) invited many Buddhist monks 
who were well acquainted with Buddhist recitation to assemble at his home in 
order to create new Buddhist music (倢➓).9 (3) There were many Buddhist 
monks from Central Asia who lived in Jiankang (Today Nanjing) and were 
learned in Buddhist recitation. 
However, other scholars such as Yu Min  ᢅ who wrote papers in 1984 
questioned it with a support of Buddhist Vinaya rule that the Buddha prohibited 
monks from using heretic (Brahmin) way of reciting the Buddhist sutras.10 
However, he agreed that Chinese people became aware and understood the four 
tones in our language because of the Buddhist study of phonetic sound.  
Jao Tsung-I 毡⸦檳 wrote a paper in 1987 and he also questions Chen Yinke’s 
ideas, but his questions are mainly concerned with the three tones. Professor Jao 
argues that (1) there are more than three tones in Vedas and the ways of Veda 
recitation had long been lost before the sixth century CE when the Buddhist 
monks in China discussed the ways of Buddhist recitation. (2) The four tones 
existed in Liu Song (420-479). (3) Same as Yu Min, Buddhist Vinaya rule 
prohibited monks to use heretic ways of recitation. (4) As Buddhists used hybrid 
Sanskrit and the Brahmin ways of recitation, this may have been used in the 
Buddhist recitation of Buddhist hybrid Sanskrit sutras but the link with Veda 
recitation is not clear. However, Professor Jao argues that the four tones were 
                                                 
8 Chen Yinke (2001: 367-381). 
9 Nanqi Shu, Vol. 2, 698. ᜗⥌ฬ௯㧘⻠⺆૝ᴺ㧘ㅧ⛫ເᣂ⡪ޕ㆏ଶਯ⋓㧘ᳯᏀᧂ᦭਽ᇭ 
10 Yu Min (1999: 43).  
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created after the fourteen phonetic sounds introduced in the Buddhist 
Mahāparinirvā a Sūtra.11  
Hirata Shoji ㄂䞿㢛⚇ argues against Yao and Yu Min, and says that although 
Buddhist monks were prohibited to use heretic (Brahmin) way of reciting the 
Buddhist sutras, this rule was relaxed and Sanskrit, for example, was used by a 
Buddhist school called Sarvastivada later around the first century BCE, although 
during the Buddha’s time, it was prohibited to use.  
Here let me also add more evidence in support of Hirata’s argument concerning 
the Vinaya rules in Buddhism. The Buddha, just before he passed away, said to 
Ananda, his attendant, “When I am gone, let the monks, if they should so wish, 
abolish the lesser and minor rules.”12 This idea influenced later Buddhists so 
much that a special Vinaya was established called “Vinaya According to 
Locality” which means that the lesser and minor rules can be changed and even 
abolished according to the location. Yu Min does not know this so his argument 
is not valid because the rule of not allowing the use of heretic way of chanting 
was relaxed later and even chanting mantras was also allowed in and after Sixth 
century when Vajrayāna rose in India.  
Aśvaghosa 㚍㡆⪄⮋ (ca. 100 CE), the eminent Indian Buddhist monk scholar, 
poet and playwright, used both Sanskrit and music to promote Buddhist 
teachings in the first century.13 He is considered the father of Sanskrit drama and 
he also popularized the style of Sanskrit poetry known as kavya. This shows that 
Buddhists already used music or phonetic sound system to promote the Dharma 
in the first century CE although there is a rule prohibiting monks to attend 
musical shows. So Mair asserts that  
Nevertheless, exposure to the Sanskrit language and Indian linguistics for 
several centuries made the Chinese more aware of the phonological features 
of their own language. The first fruit was the invention of the fanqie    
method of spelling (namely, taking the initial sound of one character and the 
                                                 
11 Jao Tsung-I (1993: 79-92). 
12 Dīghanikāya ii, 154. Chinese translations of Mahāparinirvā a Sūtra of the Dīrghāgama (T1, no.1, 26, 
a28-29), the Mahīśāsaka-vinaya (T22, no.1421, 191, b3-4), the Mahāsa ghika-vinaya (T22, no.1425, 492, 
b5-6), the Dharmaguptaka-vinaya (T22, no. 1428, 967, b12-13), and the Sarvāstivāda-vinaya (T23, no. 1435,  
449, b13-14). 
13 Khoroche (2004: 35). Warder (2004: 323-4).   
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final sound of a second character to represent the pronunciation of a third 
character).14  
Although the creation or formation of the four tones may not be directly linked to 
Veda, but Sanskrit influence is quite evident and Sanskrit was introduced in 
China together with Buddhism. The linguistic study of Sanskrit inspired the 
Chinese to examine the phonetics in their language. At least, Chinese people 
became aware of the four tones in their language due to the influence of Sanskrit 
used in Buddhist scriptures.  
Today many Chinese scholars support this idea such as Wang Bangwei ₺㇌⛽, a 
specialist in Sanskrit and Buddhist studies at Beijing University who argues with 
evidence from historical records that the well known Chinese literati Xie Lingyun 
⻢㕆ㆇ (385-433) was highly involved with the study of the fourteen phonetic 
symbols in his life time.15  
Sui Shuᇵ椚㦇•倢仜㉦ᇶthe History of Sui Dynasty, records this: 
Buddhism reached China since the Latter Han dynasty and there came the 
foreign letters from Xiyu (western region). It can represent all vocal sounds 
with fourteen letters. It is concise and compendious and is called the 
Brahman letters. It differs from our characters which are divided into Eight 
Styles ⏺浣 (of writing) and Six Orders ⏼㠖 (of formation).16 
According to Guanding 䋛檑 (561-632), the Mahāparinivā a Sūtra, translated by 
Dharmak ema in northwestern part of China, was transmitted to South during 
the reign of emperor Song Wendi ቡᢥᏢ (424-453 in power) who loved the sutra 
so much so that he asked Huiguan ᘢⷹ, Huiyan ᘢྥ and Xie Lingyun ⻢㕆ㆇ to 
re-edit the scripture.17 Three of them revised the sutra and divided “the Chapter 
on Lifespan” into four chapters and “the Chapter on the Nature of Tathagata” 
into ten chapters in which there is a chapter on Letters (㠖ⷦ❐). There are only 
                                                 
14 Mair (1991: 392). 
15 Wang Bangwei (1998: 631-646). 
16 Sui Shu Vol.4: 947.  
17 CBETA, T38, no. 1765, p. 14, b3-10. 
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thirteen chapters in the original translation and twenty-five chapters in the 
revised version which proved true when the existing two versions were checked.  
According to Fei Zhangfang who was a contemporary of Guangding, the reason 
for revising the Dharmaksema’s translation is that the original was a literary 
translation and the language was not polished well enough for dissemination.18 
This means that Huiguan, Huiyan and Xie Lingyun added the chapter on letters. 
So Xie Lingyun clearly knew the discussion of letters in the Dharmaksema’s 
translation of the Mahāparinivā a Sūtra in which there is a mention of the 
fourteen phonetic symbols.19 
According to Huijiao’s ᘢ⊣ (497-554) Gaoseng Zhuanޝ㜞௯ொޞ(Biography of 
Eminent Monks): 
Xie Lingyun of Chen County loved Buddhist studies, especially the 
comprehension of sounds different from ordinary ones. He consulted Huiri 
(355-439) concerning the letters in sutras and the different sounds with their 
variations in meaning and he wrote the Shisi Yinxun Xu ᇵ◐⥪檂岢ㄞᇶ(A 
Study of the Fourteen Phonetic Symbols). He made it clear by listing Chinese 
and Sanskrit words so that the written characters have their evidence.20 
Huijiao’s Gaoseng Zhuan also informs us that Huiri travelled to many kingdoms 
up to South India and learned various phonetic symbols, literary genres and 
interpretation. It is clear that Xie Lingyun wrote his Shisi Yinxun Xu based on the 
fourteen phonetic symbols in the Mahāparinivā a Sūtra after consultation with 
Huiri. According to Wang Bangwei’s study mentioned above, the fourteen 
phonetic symbols in Xie Lingyun’s Shisi Yinxun Xu refer to the fourteen vowels 
of Sanskrit language based on Sarvavarman’s Kātantra, a Sanskrit grammar book.  
                                                 
18 CBETA, T49, no. 2034, p. 89, c27-p. 90, a6. 
19  ޝᄢ⥸ᶔ᭯⛫ޞ෇8ޛ13 ᢥሼຠޜ㧦ޟༀ↵ሶ㧘᦭ච྾㖸ฬὑሼ⟵ޕޠ(CBETA, T12, no. 375, p. 653, 
c24). 
20 CBETA, T50, no. 2059, p. 367, b13-17.  
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As discussed above, it was in such a situation that King Xiao Zilian 埼⷟哾 
invited many Buddhist monks who were well acquainted with Buddhist 
recitation to assemble in his home in order to create new Buddhist music (倢➓).21  
Shen Yue 㼗侓 (441-513) and Zhou Yong ⛷櫡 both were Buddhists who were 
interested in phonetic symbols. Japanese monk Kukai ⓨᶏ (774-835) said in his 
Bunkyo Hifuron (Chin: Wenjing Mifu Lun)ޝᢥ㏜⒁ᐭ⺰ޞ, “From the end of [Liu] 
Song dynasty (420-479) the four tones came into being. Mr Shen wrote an easy to 
discuss their genealogical table (巫) in which he said that it came from Zhou 
Yong.”22 According to Nanshiᇵධผᇶ, a historical book, Zhou Yong wrote the 
Shisheng Qieyunᇵ⥪匁⒖檊ᇶ(A Study of the Four Tones and Qieyun).23  
All these evidences show that Buddhist use of Sanskrit directly influenced the 
creation of qieyun ⒖檊, a way to get the phonetic sound of a word, and the 
formation of the four tones. It triggered the Chinese interest in linguistic studies. 
This also indirectly influenced the study and use of rhyme in Chinese poetry.  
It was on the Mahāparinivā a Sūtra and the Avata saka Sutra that the late Tang 
dynasty Buddhist monk Shouwen ቞  first created the thirty letters with 
Chinese characters for the study of phonetic symbols and later it was added to 
thirty-six.24 Shouwen’s phonetic table was discovered in Dunhuang. 
5. Compilation of Rhyme Dictionaries 
The Chinese interest in the Sanskrit phonetic symbols gave rise to unprecedented 
interest in linguistic studies, in particular the description and analysis of the 
phonetic values of Chinese characters. This resulted in the compilation of 
numerous rhyme dictionaries. Although these dictionaries were mainly compiled 
for the purpose of reading and studying Buddhist scriptures but they are also 
valuable for Chinese linguistic and other historical academic studies.  
                                                 
21 Nanqi Shu Vol.2: 698. 
22 Kukai (1983: 80). 
23 Nan Shi Vol.3: 895. 
24 Cihai: Yuyan Wenzi, 44. 
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In fact, there is a tradition of study of the form, the sound and the meaning of 
Chinese characters in Chinese history. Chinese Buddhists adopted this tradition 
and borrowed from non-Buddhist works to compile many rhyme dictionaries. As 
early as the Northern Qi ▦燙 (550-577), a Buddhist monk named Daohui 拢㏶ 
compiled a book entitled Yiqiejing Yinᇵ₏⒖倢檂ᇶ(The Sound of All Scriptures) 
and later Zhisai 㤉沺 compiled Zhongjing Yinޝ⌔⛫㖸ޞ(The Sound of All 
Scriptures). But in Tang dynasty there appeared many important works by 
eminent Buddhist linguists such as Xuanyin 䘓㑘, Huilin ㏶䛂 and Fayuan 㽤榁 
in Song dynasty. 
Xuanyin was a learned person who was even selected by the emperor as one of 
the ten leading Buddhist monks who formed the Xuanzang’s translation 
committee. Xuanyin compiled the Yiqiejing Yinyi ᇵ₏⒖倢檂券ᇶ (The Sound and 
the Meaning of All Scriptures) and explained the difficult Chinese characters in 
four hundred and fifty six Buddhist texts. According to Daoxuan ㆏ት (596-667), 
Xuanyin was not happy about Daohui’s work mentioned above so he compiled 
his own and quoted from more than a hundred and a dozen Chinese works apart 
from Buddhist literature.25 It is a valuable work for modern scholars as his 
editing and study were of a high quality. 
Second, Huilin compiled a work with the same title Yiqiejing 
Yinyiᇵ₏⒖倢檂券ᇶ in a hundred fascicles. Huilin was originally from Kashgar 
and came to China and studied under Amoghavajra. So he was learned in Indian 
phonetics and Confucian texts. Huilin in his work explained the difficult words 
in one thousand and three hundred Buddhist texts. Just as Xuanyin, Huilin also 
quoted more than a hundred Chinese works and some of them are lost already. 
Most of the linguists in Qing dynasty made Huilin’s work as their main source 
book.  
Then in the Song dynasty, Fayuan 㽤榁 compiled, around 1151, the well known 
Fanyi Mingyi Jiޝ⠡⼎ฬ⟵㓸ޞ(A Collection of Chinese Transliteration of 
[Sanskrit] Names and Terms). It contains 2040 entries of transliteration of words 
                                                 
25 CBETA, T55, no. 2149, p. 283, b22-28.  
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from Sanskrit with careful explanation of the sources and meaning. The author 
also quoted more than four hundred non-Buddhist works.   
Another important work entitled the Fanyu Qianzi Wenޝ᫂⺆ජሼᢥޞ(A 
thousand Characters of Sanskrit Language) was compiled by Yijing ⟵᷋ (635-
713) who travelled to India through the South China Sea during the eighth 
century. This is a bilingual dictionary. All these Buddhist dictionaries promoted 
the linguistic study of Chinese language and introduced new light.  
6. The Use of Vernacular Language 
Victoria Mair says,  
What Zurcher and Zhu Qinzhi have both shown clearly is that, from the 
very beginnings of Buddhism in China, the translated texts of this new 
religion display a higher degree of vernacular content than do non-Buddhist 
texts. No other texts from the same period can begin to compare with the 
early Buddhist translations for the large amount of vernacularisms they 
contain. Indeed, it is extremely rare in non-Buddhist texts of the same age 
ever to find even a single unambiguously vernacular usage.26  
Chinese Buddhists are the first people to use vernacular to translate the Buddhist 
scriptures in China and this influenced the use of vernacular amongst the 
Chinese. Mair even thinks that later it became the national language of China.27 
Mair lists six reasons why Buddhism used vernacular and some of his reasons 
are quite forceful.28 I think the main reasons for Buddhism to use vernacular are 
as follows: The first and the most important reason is the Buddha’s language 
policy. Mair points out that the injunction of the Buddha is to transmit his dharma 
(doctrine) throughout the world in the languages of various regions, rather than 
in the preclassical language of the Vedas as recorded in the Vinaya (rules of 
discipline governing the community of monks), because the Buddha wanted all 
people, mostly the ordinary, to learn and understand his teaching. Mair calls it 
                                                 
26 Mair (1994: 712).  
27 Mair (2004: 154). 
28 Mair (2001: 30).  
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the Buddhist egalitarian social values that favor demotic forms of language over 
elitist, hieratic forms. 
It is this sanction of using vernacular language that is reflected in Chinese 
translation of Buddhist scriptures. According to the preface to the Chinese 
translation of the Dharmapada, when Vighna just came to China in 224, he was 
invited to translate Buddhist scriptures with his friend Zhu Jiangyan ┼ዂὺ but 
the latter had not mastered Chinese yet although he knew Sanskrit well, so the 
translation was plain and not elegant. But Vighna said, “The Buddha said, ‘Go 
with the meaning without decoration, take the teaching (Dharma) without 
ornamentation.’ It is good if the translator makes it easy to understand without 
loosing the meaning.”29 Thus they translated the Buddhist texts in vernacular 
language. However, this vernacular is, on one hand, coupled with massive 
borrowing from Indic words and even grammatical usage and syntactic 
structures and on the other hand, modified by the Chinese Buddhists who helped 
in the translations so it became a mixture of vernacular and literary style. 
Scholars call it Buddhist Hybrid Sinitic or Buddhist Hybrid Chinese. 
There are a large number of manuscripts in vernacular language preserved in the 
Dunhuang cave library which were recovered in the early twentieth century. The 
entire corpus of vernacular narratives in Dunhuang was referred to as bianwen 
⼠ᢥ (transformation texts), which includes jiangjing wen ⻠⛫ᢥ (sūtra lecture 
texts, elaborate exegesis of specific scriptures), yazuo wen ᛼ᐳᢥ (seat-settling 
texts, prologues for the sūtra lecture texts), ࿃  yinyuan (circumstances, stories 
illustrating karmic consequences), and  ⿠ yuanqi (causal origins, tales 
illustrating the effects of karma), etc. 
The nature of this collection of literatures shows that they were used for public 
lectures, preachings, tale illustration of Buddhist teachings and even dramas. As 
they used vernacular, so they were easy to understand and thus it became the 
best tool for the spread of the Buddhist teaching.  
The second major reason for the use of vernacular language is the Chan school’s 
philosophy of not dependence upon words and letters, but a special transmission 
outside the scriptures. Thus the Chan masters transmitted their teaching by word 
of mouth such as relating enlightening stories called Gongan ౏᩺. However, 
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later, the disciples collected the stories and speeches of their masters and 
compiled into books called yulu ⺆  (Record of Sayings). As the Chan masters 
used dialects and even colloquial to instruct their disciples, so vernacular 
language is used in the Yulun to record their masters’ speeches as they were.  
The use of vernacular language in Buddhist literatures was widened in Song 
dynasty as there are a large number of collections preserved. There are two kinds 
of such collections: “Denglu” ᾽  which means the “Record of Lamp” and 
“Yulu” ⺆  which means the “Record of Sayings.” The representative work of 
“Record of Lamp” in Song dynasty is the Jingde Record of the Transmission of the 
Lampޝ᥊ᓾொ᾽ ޞcomposed by Daoyuan ㆏ේ during the Jingde ᥊ᓾ era 
(1004-1007). The representative of the “Record of Sayings” is the Blue Cliff 
Recordޝ⏉ጤ ޞcompiled by Keqing సൕ (1069-1135) who wrote short 
introductions to each story and even added notes and comments to some 
important stories. 
Buddhist use of vernacular language in the “Record of Sayings” influenced 
Confucians in the Song dynasty so much so that they also used vernacular with 
the same literary style. Jiang Fan ᳯ⮲ (1761-1831), a scholar of the Qing dynasty 
has said, “Chan School had Yulu and Song Confucians also had Yulu; Chan 
School used vernacular language (Lit: street language) in their Yulun and Song 
Confucians also used vernacular language in their Yulu.”30 Again Qian Daxi 
㍦ᄢᤅ (1728-1804) said, “The Buddhist use of Yulu started from Tang dynasty 
while Confucian use of Yulun started from Song dynasty.”31 Just as Mair says, 
“Thus, with the Buddhist sanctioning of the written vernacular, a sequence of 
revolutionary developments occurred that radically transformed Chinese 
literature for all time. Moreover, hand in hand with vernacularization came other 
Buddhist-inspired developments in Chinese literature.” So we find the Record of 
Sayings of Song Neo-Confucian Chen Yi ⒟㗜 (1033-1107), Zhang Jiuchen ᒛ਻ᚑ 
(1092-1159), and Zhu Xi ᧇ䑈 (1130-1200).  
However, “the mainstream Confucian literati never accepted anything other than 
Literary Sinitic as a legitimate medium for writing. To them the vernacular was 
crude and vulgar, beneath the dignity of a gentleman to contemplate,” as pointed 
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by Mair.32 But ordinary people paid no heed to this opinion and proceeded to use 
vernacular for dramas, stories, on the foundations that had been laid by the 
Buddhists of medieval China. It was after the May Fourth Movement in 1919 that 
literati Chinese started to use vernacular in their writings and hence became the 
national language. So Mair asserts that “it is safe to say that Buddhism 
legitimized the writing of the vernacular language in China.”33  
Even the development of the Korean national language and Japanese national 
language has been influenced by Buddhism as Mair demonstrated in his study 
“Buddhism and the Rise of the Written Vernacular in East Asia: The Making of 
National Languages.”  
In conclusion, the Buddhist impact on Chinese language forms an enormous 
range from vocabulary to phonetics, such as the four tones and Qieyun, and even 
the use of vernacular. The Sanskrit phonetic studies triggered the Chinese 
people’s interest in linguistic studies and eventually led Chinese people to invent 
tonal prosody as pointed by Mair, and to compile many rhyme dictionaries. Thus 
it gave rise to the recent style prosody which occupied a special position among 
Chinese verse forms.  
                                                 
32 Mair (2004: 156). 
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